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This review states at the very beginning: "Since this paper, as a discussion paper, is primarily about facts, rather than theories, calculations, theoretical results, etc.".

As an editor of the special issue on "Climate change and water resources management in mountains" I would like to clarify the role of HESSD papers. These papers are called "discussion papers" but the name can, apparently, be misleading.

HESS is a two-stage publication journal: manuscripts are submitted, in a first stage, to HESSD where they are published to undergo an open peer-review process. If the manuscript is accepted, it is published, in a second stage, in HESS (see journal home page).

This means that HESSD papers should be reviewed with regard of their suitability for publication in HESS, which publishes "original research in hydrology placed within a holistic Earth System Science context". Therefore, common scientific standards for original research apply.
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